RESEARCH IT: T
 ools for Rogue Researchers
The first step in creating a compelling story is to gather all the relevant details, find context, and answer open questions.
Independent research comes with its own set of hurdles, from gaining access to sorting and verifying sources, and the big
question of how much research is enough, and when to begin writing rather than reading.
In this section, I hope to answer the practical question of what it means to research “responsibly” and practically, how to
perform due diligence to fact check history, while knowing that everything comes with bias, and tips on how to to manage
too much information, conflicting sources, or too little information.
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What is “responsible research”?
History by its very nature is always coming to us pre-packed with baggage: bias, misunderstanding, politics, worldview innocent errors and intentional propaganda.
Our goal as non-fiction storytellers is not to perfect history, but to understand and identify the hazards, learn to navigate
them, and to try our best to not be part of the problem.
What does “quality” mean, anyway?
For our purposes, a quality source does not mean i nfallible or perfect. What it means is that due diligence has been
performed at a baseline level to reasonably understand the source material’s possible biases or failures, the authority of the
source author and publisher, that the sources of reasonable quality corroborate one another, and that you have identified
any possible exceptions in order to call them out or eliminate them from your narrative. In short, this means reducing
reliance on search engines, and learning a more intentional research process.
Understanding bias and error in source material:
History, by its very nature, is deeply flawed and almost always biased. It is extremely difficult if not impossible to retell a
person’s story without bringing to it the baggage that you bring with. This goes for you, as a storyteller, and it goes for the
people who came before you. Some biases we may find obviously problematic (racism, sexism, assorted bigotry, political or
religious dogma) and other altruistic (hero worship, bigotry blinders, progressive values, revisionary histories), but each in

their own way will impact the words used to tell the story, the emphasis placed on certain elements, and ultimately the “so
what” of the story involved.
The goal is to recognise and take into consideration these biases, and to attempt to wrangle our own in the retelling of the
story.
What to look for in a credible source:

Watch out for:

●

Primary sources and eyewitness accounts

●

Works that do not credit sources or quotes

●

Well-researched secondary sources, with multiple

●

Hero worship

sources cited, including primary sources

●

Sins of omission

Produced with as little bias or opinion as

●

Works about history that include internal

●

possible: be particularly wary of religious or

dialogue, emotion, or conversations not backed

political influences and censorship issues

by a primary source

●

As recently published as possible

●

Self published work without editorial review

●

Works that include bibliographies

●

Opinion over fact

●

Academic journals and presses

●

“Advertorial” content serving to sell a product or

●

Peer reviewed or professionally edited and fact
checked works

Higher value sources:

service
●

Summaries, lists, and compilations

●

Sensationalist headlines

Lower value sources:

Primary sources: diaries, letters, eyewitness

●

Blogs

reports, oral histories

●

Podcasts

Narrow subject books by authors with

●

Online articles or “listicles”

established credentials and/or expertise

●

Newspaper retrospectives

●

Books published by academic presses

●

Self published books

●

Articles from academic journals

●

Encyclopedias

●

Museum produced materials

●

On-the-spot reporting in newspapers

●

Maps, photographs, newsreel footage

●

Feature articles in established print magazines

●
●

How to get access to quality sources as an independent researcher
One of the most significant hurdles for an independent researcher is not only defining credible sources, but learning how to
access them outside of an academic environment.
The first step is to resist the urge to begin Googling, and instead start by hitting some targeted sites and sources.

Academic access without a student ID or paying thousands of dollars for journal access is a real problem (and part of a
larger discussion about access to knowledge and privilege) but the good news is that there are ways around it from creative
side steps to practical hacks.
There’s a link to more exhaustive resources at the b
 ottom of this document, but here are some of the basics:
Academic access:
Free or paid independent access to JSTOR
Academia
Google Scholar search
Other ways to access academic resources:
●

Ask a librarian

●

Go to a university library and use on-site access

●

Ask a university student or professor

●

Join Facebook and other groups designed to share access

●

Ask the Fellows, post the request online

Other high quality sources:
University courseware & online materials
Museum digitized collections & online materials
Digitized books on the Internet Archive
Research libraries and archives
Academic press books
Historical societies’ libraries and archives
It also helps to polish your search skills in order to pull up more credible sources, and reduce the clutter of wikipedia and
blog type entries. Search often engines favor popularity and recency over excellent but more boring sources which may
have been quietly sitting online for some time. Academic journal articles are practically invisible unless you search for them
intentionally. Here are some practical tools for getting better search results:
Upgrade your GoogleFu
●

Search Google Scholar or Google Books

●

Use “quote containers” to create unique phrases or clarify proper names, book or journal titles. This is also a great
way to attempt to source a quote.

●

Use s ite:url.com search term to search contents of a specific website, like: site:oddsalon.com emu war

●

Exclude a word from a search by adding a hyphen like: “Little Women” -movie

●

Intentionally add a word with the +symbol, like “ Samuel Pepys” +parmesan

●

Run a Google image search using your search terms as al alternative path to interesting results

●

Use the Internet archive - search for authors, books by title, or subjects. Open a work to search inline.

●

Use the free ebook library check out feature on the Internet Archive for more recent books

●

On Amazon, search within a book by using the “look inside” feature

Create a structured research processes to manage chaos
One of the most useful practical steps you can take before starting a research project is organizing your process ahead of
time to manage the chaos before you are up to your neck in reading material. Here’s how to face the rabbit hole and emerge
victorious - it’s all about intentional process and a little bit of prep:
NOTE: You can do all of this on a computer, but it is also possible and can be practical not to do so. I am an old fashioned
human overwhelmed by browser tabs. I do two things when starting a research rabbit hole:
●

Start a bookmarks folder or use Pinterest to keep track of sources (weirdly useful due to surfacing images)

●

Print everything and put it in a binder. Mark up with highlighters and marginal notes.

●

I keep a pile of inexpensive 6” x 9” notebooks (cheap from Muji or Daiso) and whenever possible, I dedicate a
fresh notebook to any research project with multiple sources

The Great Sorting
Find all the things, and before you read anything, make yourself some prioritized piles. Stave off insanity with these seven
steps:
(This part is an outline of the process - we’ll get to how to evaluate and prioritize the types of sources below)

1

Step One: Create the slush pile
To begin, go down the rabbit hole: Look for EVERYTHING, make a big pile. Print, add to a tablet, or create
a bookmark folder of sources.

2

Step Two: Sort for sanity
Make three (virtual or actual) piles:
1) Short list of very high quality resources
2) The b-list of lesser but still relevant sources
2) Sidebar and context materials

3

Step Three: Tackle the Short List
The short list - As you are working your way through the pile, mark in your own notes open questions, points
that need clarity, dubious claims, or facts that need to be verified elsewhere.
STOP and pause after you make it through the first pile.

4

Step Four: Write and outline, and identify gaps

Write a short timeline or narrative outline of the story as you think you know it. Identify the gaps in
knowledge or context.

5

Step Five: Skip ahead to the context
Skip the b-list second pile, and move on directly to the THIRD PILE - context and sidebars.

6

Step Six: Revisit your timeline/narrative outline
STOP AGAIN - Assess the situation: How confident are you in this story at this point?
1) VERY- do a speed read through your final pile, just to see if there’s any hidden gold ----> Move on
to writing.
2) NOPE----> crack open that s econd pile of b-list materials and see if you can fill in your gaps

7

Step Seven: Graph your story
At this point, I would suggest moving on to graphing your story and getting a first draft in place before you
rabbit hole yourself unduly for materials you will not be able to fit into your talk.

Take Actually Useful Notes
I highly, HIGHLY recommend writing on paper and adapting to the Cornell note taking system for these kinds of projects,
for a few reasons:
1.

We learn and process information differently when we write with our hands. There is a lot of evidence in favor of
this for memory and retention.

2.

This diagrammatic style of note-taking both helps you find important bits later, but primes you to think about
different elements of the process as you write.

Here’s how it works:

Start with a blank page - draw one line to block off about
¼ of the page either on the left or right margin. I prefer to
the right, so it’s at the edge of the page, but it’s personal
preference.
Draw a second line to mark off the bottom maybe ⅕ of the
page.
1.

At the top, label your source

2.

In the main space, take notes as normal

3.

In the sidebar, note questions or key
observations, things to look up later

4.

At the bottom of the page, summarize key
findings

In line, I use a couple of markers to make it easier to find
things later
●

Star:I put a bold star on the left margin next to
anything really juicy, key facts, or really great
quotes or strange factoids

●

Question mark inside a circle:I put this next
to dubious facts or things I feel I need to confirm
elsewhere

●

Left facing arrow: T
 his item requires follow
up. I mark this when I want to actively look
something up

The hierarchy of sources
Primary, secondary and tertiary sources:
The three primary categories of sources are usually referred to as primary, secondary, and tertiary. These names do not
indicate quality or usefulness, but rather the distance from the original event or persons involved, as follows:

Primary: F
rom the horse’s mouth: Journals and diaries, interviews and eyewitnesses at the
time of events, autobiographies. In some cases, original reportage of an incident can be
considered a primary source, as in the case of embedded war journalists.

Secondary: Original research or access to primary subject materials: Biographies, academic
journal sources, published books (especially academic presses), high quality history
publications or periodicals.

Tertiary: Sources relying primarily on secondary sources to sum up or aggregate materials:
Encyclopedias, textbooks, lists or collections, blogs or online articles, podcasts, all other
casual retellings of stories.

There are a few other categories that may not come to mind as quickly, which are worth noting:
Non written sources:Technically, these can be bucketed into the above categories based
on how far removed from the original incident they are but they may not come to mind
immediately:
●

Interviews and oral histories, told by persons involved

●

Interviews or lectures given by experts or authors on the subject

●

Newsreels or film footage

Visual materials:Maps, diagrams, photographs, artwork, and political cartoons

Material culture:archaeological findings, buildings or ruins, fabrics, clothing, or
personal adornments, household utensils and furniture, etc.

Experiential sources:
(An increasingly common technique in popular history)
This is the personal experience of the modern person telling the story: visiting a location
where a story took place, walking “in the footsteps” of an adventure or incident, remaking
an invention or artwork, dabbling in related science or recreating an experiment, historical
reenactment, or other ways that we personally connect to the events of the past.

When to rely on what source:
Not all sources are created equal, but most sources have at least some use. SOME should go directly to the circular file.
Primary sources
●

PRO: Primary sources are the absolute best way to get a visceral feel for the story, an opportunity to explore inner
dialogs and emotions of the persons involved, pull quotes and descriptions. There will almost invariably be
something that strikes you as significant or moving that you will not see picked up in secondary sources. In some
cases this is also an opportunity to see a person’s handwriting, objects or images related to the events, that add
understanding in other ways.

●

CON: remember that even an eyewitness or person directly involved bring their own biases and motivations to
the story. Very few people publish unflattering autobiographies. Eyewitnesses may not understand what they
have seen or experienced fully, and do not always agree with one another. The official report of an incident may
serve a political purpose.

Secondary sources
●

PRO: A quality expert book on a subject will have done all the heavy lifting for you on primary sources, and
provide you with a bibliography to boot.

●

CON: Some are crappy, and it can be hard to know unless you have already delved into the primary materials. Of
course, always know that authors have their own biases, and depending on where and when published, may have
faced censorship or heavy editing on certain topics. It is also important to be personally wary of plagiarism - do
your own homework. Don’t just steal another writer’s take on a story.

●

NOTE: You can often find reviews of academic press books within academic journals. JSTOR is a good starting
place.

Tertiary sources:

Most casual researchers begin with tertiary sources. Most things a Google search pulls up will be in this category -- and they
are not all bad.
●

PRO: Tertiary sources are helpful as a starting place - they make a great launch board, especially if they cite other
sources of higher quality.

●

CON: The sloppiest copying comes in tertiary sources, especially online. They are also more prone to
sensationalism and hero-worship type bias, particularly online. You should never rely JUST on tertiary sources.

IMPORTANT: Remember that although we live in an extraordinary time on online access and date overflow, NOT
EVERYTHING --- MOST THINGS -- are not online. I can not overstate how much this is a problem in casual
research.
●

Use the library and interlibrary loans.

●

Take advantage of archives and research librarians.

●

Read p
 rint books, and/or check out ebooks from the library.

●

Remember that the vast majority of books have not been digitized, but it is worth searching Google Books and
the Internet Archive for older works, or current works that can be checked out as e-books..

The CRAP System: how to evaluate sources yourself
Regardless of whether a source is a primary, secondary, tertiary, or experiential it may be an excellent resource or not worth
the time to read it. Let’s say that in the process of scraping together your sources, you have a small pile of possible starting
places. How do you decide which ones are worth tackling? I’d like to introduce you to the absolute genius of the CRAP
Test, developed by Dominican University Librarian Molly Beestrum.
This source evaluation tool considers the following four criteria:
1. Currency
2. Reliability
3. Authority
4. Purpose
Review each potential source with a critical eye to the following:
Currency
●

How recent/up to date is the source?

●

Is the website updated and maintained recently?

●

Has this information been updated/superseded elsewhere?

Reliability
●

Does the author make clear their source for facts and quotes?

●

Has this work been peer reviewed or professionally fact checked?

●

If there is opinion included, is it balanced?

●

Do they cite specific sources for data or quotations?

Authority

●

How credible is the author?

●

How credible is the publisher?

●

Does the publisher have a known bias?

●

Are advertisements clearly marked?

Purpose/Point of View (Bias)
●

Is this presented as fact or opinion?

●

Does the author seem to be trying to push an agenda or particular side?

●

Is the creator/author trying to sell you something? If so, is it clearly stated?

●

Are there known political, religious, or other biases of this publisher?

We’ve created a printable worksheet for the CRAP evaluation here:
Source Evaluation worksheet

Diversity & Context
In addition to type of source and quality of source, the final elements to consider are diversity of source material and the
contextual sources needed for your story.
Diversify your sources
Because history comes pre-packed with bias as well as the limitations of the knowledge and perspective of the provider, the
more diverse the sources to more likely a complete story is to emerge.
Seek different material types of sources:Include a mix of written and visual, first person and secondary, and
experiential. Also seek different view points or cultural touchstones. This is particularly important in any story concerning
outposts of empire, conquered lands or people. The view of the victor or invader will be substantially different than the
view of the losing side of a battle, the native locals in a colonized place, and eyewitnesses and oral histories will differ from
official reports.
Seek contextual sources: N
 o story occurs in a vacuum. Acquaint yourself with the context for your story:
WHERE- What is the physical environment that your story takes place in? What did the place look and sound like at the
time this was happening? The more remote in time or place your story takes place, the more important it is to convey a
sense of setting and location. Look for maps, vintage photographs or postcards, artwork, music, architectural renderings
WHEN- what else was happening in the world while this was going down? Locally? World wide? Is there a familiar event
that coincides with this story that might help the audience place this event in their mental timeline? What were the politics?
Were they in a time or war or peace? Was there an epidemic, or a recent disaster? Or was one looming just in the future?
Seek out timelines and era histories. Make sure you understand the time setting and how it might have impacted your story
WHO- who else was alive at this time - in the same field, in the family, in the same area? Were there colleagues, lovers,
antagonists or enemies that matter to this story?

Back that fact up: Fact checking weird history
Fact checking can be complicated both for poorly documented, obscure corners of history as well as over-documented,
sensationalized stories. The most important things you can do as a participant in this history telling process is to do the due
diligence work outlined above to recognize and identify reputable sources closer to the original events, and then to tell a
story as close to the objective truth as you are able to establish.
There are a few things you can do when you find yourself wondering if something you found in a quality source is
verifiably true:
1.

Find corroborating, high quality sources whenever possible, which are not relying on the same secondary source or worse, on the same wikipedia page. Always try to back up a fact with a source of equal or greater authority - so
back up a wikipedia fact with an academic article, not the other way around.

2.

Track down the source material if a secondary or tertiary source has cited it: Find the original document or
resource that has been cited, and evaluate that source for reliability.

3.

Sometimes you’ll need to trust your gut - there are times when published quality sources get things wrong, If it
feels wrong, if it seems too good, too salacious, too perfectly timed or reputation building to be true, you may be
correct.

Remember: If you can’t back something up, or if you are finding conflicting stories, and that fact doesn’t substantially alter
the story you are trying to tell - you can always leave it out. The audience will not know what it is that you chose not to say.

Managing data overload or voids
The final thing I want to address is the question of how much research is enough research, and how to manage the data you
have found.
Research, once you get good at digging, can quickly become overwhelming. There are materials that are obscure or hard to
find, out of print or in another language. Landscapes that beg to be seen before they are described, small facts that lack
confirmation without starting a new side quest, and sidebar stories that constantly reveal themselves. But at some point,
you have to write. It is important to scale the research project to the task at hand, while still maintaining baseline standards.
A narrative non-fiction book may take years of hands-on research, and assistant and a translator. A ten minute talk for the
stage, thankfully, not as much. Some of the most obvious challenges in managing this comes from finding too little credible
information or WAY TOO MUCH. Here are some tips for dealing with those situations:
●

Too much information:This is where it becomes critical to evaluate sources, and select only the best. If you
have the luxury of multiple sources, rank them by credibility, create a diverse grouping of types of materials, and
set aside the lower grade materials.

●

Conflicting info:If you find yourself stuck trying to fact check a specific element of a story that can not be left
out, there are two practical options:

○

Acknowledge the conflict of sources, move on: In a short stage style presentation, it’s usually
adequate to state “sources disagree about ____”, or “I was unable to confirm or deny ____, but most
authors seem to agree with ____”.

○

Throw your source under the bus:if you have a possibly spurious or contested fact that you can not
just remove from your story, mention the conflict, and cite the conflicting sources. Let the published
authors or academic experts fight over the details.

●

Not enough info: It’s always, always ok to say that you don’t know or can’t find out, or that records have been
destroyed or are unreliable. Do your level best to tell the story as honestly as possible with the materials available,
and avoid embellishing where facts are missing. This is a great opportunity to explore alternative narrative
structures that rely more heavily on sidebar stories and historical context (which we’ll cover in the “Shape It”
workshop)

Further Reading & Resources
The Odd Salon Resource Library
Academic Access & Online Universities
Digitized Libraries & Online Book Resources
Digital image archives & public domain art, video, and photo resources
Exceptional Online Magazines, Blogs & Compendiums of the Odd
The CRAP System Source Evaluation Checklist
Recommended books:
The Art of Creative Research: A Field Guide for Writers by Philip Gerard
The Craft of Research (fourth edition), by Wayne C. Booth et al
Online:
Learning to Do Historical Research: A Primer for Environmental Historians and Others, William Cronon, University of
Wisconsin, 2009

